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letter from
the editor
BY KAITLYN CLARE MASON

WELCOME TO THE CLUB!
YOU'VE COME TO THE RIGHT PLACE FOR A LITTLE HOPE

Dear Reader,

that way all the time, you're not
alone. Life is overwhelming

Thank you for subscribing and

sometimes, isn't it? But you can

for trusting me with a little of

do this. You can find healing,

your time. I promise to do my

restoration, and peace. And this

best to curate rich, engaging

little club is here to help.

content for you, (not just from
me!) to help you move from

The Choose to Trust Club is here

worry to peace in your life.

to support you and encourage
you, as you heal from the

In this month's issue, you'll find:

effects of anxiety, depression,
monotony, and overwhlem.

a mini-lesson on fear

We've been there. And we're

a story example to

here to help. Because you don't

encourage you

have to live your life in fear.

two journaling prompts

There is a beautiful alternative:

& ideas featured in this digital

a poetry corner

You can choose to trust.

magazine kit, we'd love to hear

six printable quotes

from you! We would love to

and a call for submissions!

But in what should we trust? In

feature your story & your tips on

whom should we trust? And

how you chose to trust during a

Our focus in this issue is on

what does this look like in real

difficult time. For guidelines &

naming your fears, and how this

life? How do we ditch anxiety

submission ideas, visit

simple little practice can totally

and choose trust so we are able

kaitlynclaremason.com/club,

transform how you feel and

to share more love and mercy in

and then email me directly via

how you act.

this world?

the contact page on that site.

The truth is, you are the only

Let's take this one step at a

one who is in control of your

time. Read on... And if you're

emotions. But if you don't feel

interested in having your story

Thanks! Now, let's get started...
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A MINI-LESSON:
NAME YOUR FEARS
BY KAITLYN CLARE MASON

Would you believe me if I told

In general, our fear of unknown

the fact that we simply cannot

you that there is a simple, quick

things is often fabricated from

avoid inevitable things. With all

way to face anxiety head-on

“what-if” type scenarios, that

fear, we still don't know how

and snap back into control of

may or may not ever play out as

each moment in the future will

your emotions when things

we imagine in real life.

play out, and we can trust that

become difficult? In this issue,

Meanwhile, our fear of known

God gives us the grace for each

we’re focusing on that simple,

things is often founded on a

moment in that moment. Not

quick method, and it’s called

solid base of past experiences,

before, not after, but during

naming your fears. When

an understanding of truth, and

each moment as it is needed.

practiced regularly (ahem... I
need to do this more!), this
process can have a big impact
on your wellbeing and overall
outlook on life.
Some of the things we fear in
life are totally valid. Others, not
so much. So, we can break up
our fears into two categories:
fear of things that are unknown,
and fear of things that are
known.
Our health in the future is
always unknown, for example. I
have no idea whether or not I
will be in good health next
week or year. We are definitely
not guaranteed good health or
physical safety in this life. Now,
if I have an upcoming surgery or
medical procedure, or if I’m 9.5
months pregnant and I’m about
to go into labor at any minute
(hopefully), those are known
things for which we may hold a
reasonable, and often
understandable, amount of fear.
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The good news is that with both

Once Jesus called satan by his

decision about how to best

unknown and known fears, we

name, satan lost his grip on the

proceed. By deciding and

help fear lose its grip on us

situation. It is the same in our

acting, we then gain confidence

when we simply call it by name.

own lives. When we are able to

and security in how we are

In the Gospel, Jesus rebukes

identify satan at work, we can

approaching and handling the

Peter’s lack of understanding

call him by name and he loses

situation. And this sends fear

saying, “Get behind me, satan.”

his grip on our lives.

running for the hills.

In this story, Jesus was able to
both identify satan subtly at

As soon as we name what is

work and to call him out by

causing our anxiety and

name.

discomfort, we can make a

HOPE DELIVERED
RIGHT TO YOUR INBOX.
SIGN UP AT KAITLYNCLAREMASON.COM
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IT'S NEVER JUST
THE DISHES
BY KAITLYN CLARE MASON

"I gained strength,
momentum, and selfrespect when I took the
time to identify exactly
what was causing the
overwhelm."

A couple of years ago, my

my brother’s struggles were

brother was going through a

merely in the background of my

difficult time, and he was

life, and that’s where they

struggling with his heroin

needed to be, so that I could be

addiction. I remember the

present to my husband and

weight of everything would

children at that time. But, they

come crashing down on me at

were affecting my present

odd times. Being married and

moment far more often than I

pregnant with our third child,

cared to admit.
One night doing the dishes, I
remember that I randomly
started crying. Not just a couple
tears trickling down my face,
but crying so hard that I had to
stop what I was doing.
Naturally, my husband kindly
asked me what was wrong. My
answer? “It’s just… everything!” I
said between sobs. In that
moment, I honestly wasn’t even
consciously thinking of my
brother’s addiction and
imprisonments. My feeling was
just overwhelm.
And then my wise husband
said, “No, it’s not everything,”
like he had done so many times
before. I snapped out of it at his
candidness and realized that he
was right. I wasn’t crying about
everything, just my helplessness
in the face of a condition that
could truly possibly end my
brother’s life at any time.
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That was just the reality. I

was likely inevitable (and still is

causing the overwhelm. Yes, the

wasn't crying because I was

unfortunately).

reality of my situation was

overwhelmed about the sink

challenging, but instead of

full of dishes (though

But once I was able to name it, I

drowning in that fear and

sometimes it can feel like that's

was able to choose to move on

sorrow, I chose to focus on

why I'm overwhelmed). I was

in faith. While it would have

loving my family and made a

afraid that my brother could die

been much easier and

conscious effort to be fully

at any moment, and aside from

comfortable to go on thinking,

present to them and to their

prayer, there was absolutely

“Oh, I am so anxious about

needs. If I'm overwhelmed at

nothing I could do about it. So,

everything," instead of "my

the kitchen sink, it's never just

at that time, I was experiencing

brother may die," I gained

because of the dishes. Realizing

anxiety from a known fear.

strength, momentum, and self-

that is sometimes half the

Something I knew would be

respect when I took the time to

battle.

difficult, and something I knew

identify exactly what was

WOULD YOU LIKE TO BE A WRITER OR
PHOTOGRAPHER FOR THIS PUBLICATION?
WE'D LOVE TO HAVE YOU!

FOR GUIDELINES & INFORMATION
SEND INQUIRIES DIRECTLY TO
KAITLYNCLAREMASON.COM/CONTACT
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POETRY CORNER
The Day is Done
By Henry Wadsworth Longfellow
The day is done, and the darkness
Falls from the wings of Night,
As a feather is wafted downward
From an eagle in his flight.
I see the lights of the village
Gleam through the rain and the mist,
And a feeling of sadness comes o'er me
That my soul cannot resist:
A feeling of sadness and longing,
That is not akin to pain,
And resembles sorrow only
As the mist resembles the rain.
Come, read to me some poem,
Some simple and heartfelt lay,
That shall soothe this restless feeling,
And banish the thoughts of day.
Not from the grand old masters,
Not from the bards sublime,
Whose distant footsteps echo

Read from some humbler poet,
Whose songs gushed from his heart,
As showers from the clouds of summer,
Or tears from the eyelids start.
Who, through long days of labor,
And nights devoid of ease,
Still heard in his soul the music
Of wonderful melodies.
Such songs have power to quiet
The restless pulse of care,
And come like the benediction
That follows after prayer.
Then read from the treasured volume
The poem of thy choice,
And lend to the rhyme of the poet
The beauty of thy voice.
And the night shall be filled with music,
And the cares, that infest the day,
Shall fold their tents, like the Arabs,
And as silently steal away.

Through the corridors of Time.
For, like strains of martial music,
Their mighty thoughts suggest
Life's endless toil and endeavor;
And to-night I long for rest.
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JOURNAL PROMPT#1:
WHAT DO YOU FEAR?

What things do you currently fear in your life? List out all of your fears. Then, take a minute to surrender
them over to God. If this is difficult to do, ask yourself: Do you feel like you are able to trust God (fully)
with your fears at this time? Why or why not?
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JOURNAL PROMPT#2:
LABEL YOUR FEARS

Take a moment to label each of the fears you listed above as either a fear of something known or
unknown. Then, make a plan. If and when you experience anxiety today, what’s one little healthy way you
can decide to move forward in faith despite the fears or overwhelm that you may be experiencing? (ie: I
will make a conscious effort to go at that moment and read a book to my children, call an old friend, etc.)
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Fear is not real. The only place that fear
can exist is in our thoughts of the future. It
is a product of our imagination, causing us
to fear things that do not at present and
may not ever exist. That is near insanity. Do
not misunderstand me danger is very real,
but fear is a

choice.

WILL SMITH

THE CHOOSE TO TRUST CLUB

Our deepest fear is not that we are
inadequate. Our deepest fear is that we
are powerful beyond measure. It is our
light, not our darkness that most frightens
us. We ask ourselves, 'Who am I to be
brilliant, gorgeous, talented, fabulous?'
Actually, who are you not to be? You are
a child of God. Your playing small does
not serve the world. There is nothing
enlightened about shrinking so that other
people won't feel insecure around you. We
are all meant to shine, as children do. We
were born to make manifest the glory of
God that is within us. It's not just in some
of us; it's in everyone. And as we let our
own light shine, we unconsciously give
other people permission to do the same.
As we are liberated from our own fear, our
presence automatically liberates others.

MARIANNE WILLIAMSON
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Fear is the path to the dark side. Fear
leads to anger. Anger leads to hate.
Hate leads to suffering.

YODA
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Peter did not feel very brave; indeed, he
felt he was going to be sick. But that
made no difference to what he had to do.

C.S.LEWIS, THE CHRONICLES
OF NARNIA
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In the world, you will have trouble. But
take courage, I have conquered the world.

JESUS
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